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A complete guide to modern pedaled-powered, treadled, and hand-cranked devices for the
home.What if I could harness this energy? An unusual question for anyone putting in a long stint
on a treadmill perhaps, and yet human power is a very old, practical and empowering alternative
to fossil fuels. Replacing motors with muscles can be considered a political act -- an act of self-
sufficiency that gains you independence.The Human-Powered Home is a one-of-a-kind
compendium of human-powered devices gathered from a unique collection of experts.
Enthusiasts point to the advantages of human power:Portable and available on-demandClose
connection to the process or product offers more controlImproved health and fitnessThe
satisfaction of being able to make do with what is availableThis book discusses the science and
history of human power and examines the common elements of human-powered devices. It
offers plans for making specific devices, grouped by area of use, and features dozens of
individuals who share technical details and photos of their inventions.For those who want to
apply their own ingenuity, or for those who have never heard of human-powered machines, this
book is a fine reference. For those who are beginning to understand the importance of a life of
reduced dependency on fossil fuels, this book could be a catalyst for change.
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Advance Praise for The Human-Powered HomeThis is a visionary book! For anyone looking for
ideas to transition to a future less dependent on fossil fuels, The Human-Powered Home is a rich
source of inspiration. With meticulous research, humor, and encouragement, Tamara Dean
empowers readers with information, resources, and tools to create human-powered appropriate
technology in their lives. Everyone I’ve shown the book to has loved it! — SANDOR ELLIX KATZ,
author of Wild Fermentation: The Flavor, Nutrition, and Craft of Live-Culture Foods and The
Revolution Will Not Be Microwaved: Inside America’s Underground Food Movements The
Human-Powered Home is full of stuff you haven’t come across before — and that may come in
handy in a future when ‘plug it in’ may not always be a viable strategy. We do have all these limbs
and muscles — it’s kind of a relief to be reminded how much they can accomplish. — BILL
MCKIBBEN, author of Deep Economy Lively and informative, The Human Powered Home
made me want to go out and pedal my own blender. — ELIZABETH KOLBERT, staff writer, New
Yorker and author of Field Notes from a Catastrophe: Man, Nature, and Climate Change I got
great enjoyment from Tamara Dean’s book. It covers the entire spectrum of human power from
its history, its inventors, to plans for making devices. It celebrates self-sufficiency and human
ingenuity, and is an inspiration to anyone trying to cut down on the use of earth’s more precious
resources. — TREVOR BAYLIS, inventor of the clockwork radio and flashlight, founder of Baylis
Brands plc.
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FOREWORDby David Gordon WilsonAs I write this draft in April 2008 it seems that Tamara
Dean’s book is an exact fit for the time. Global warming has become accepted as a highly
probable consequence of human interference with the Earth’s systems; the prices of oil and
gasoline have never been higher; obesity has been recognized as a serious health threat across
the “first world”; and we have failed to improve the poverty, malnutrition and access to good
water of most of the third world. The proposals, the reviews of successful and failed
developments, and comments in this book can make positive contributions in all these areas.To
bring about change in such difficult fields seems like a fantasy. Yet Tamara Dean’s book could be
another Silent Spring. People do change. When I first came to the US in 1955 race relations
were appalling and seemingly could not be improved. The situation in 2008 is not perfect, but
conditions have undergone a massive transformation. Also in those days just about everyone
smoked. I tried to get some rights for nonsmokers at MIT and elsewhere, and my friends said



“Give it up, Dave! Look around — everyone wants to smoke!” And they were right: students and
faculty smoked in class, and doctors smoked even when with their patients. Rather suddenly, the
US changed abruptly from being a country where our freedoms included freedom to smoke
almost anywhere to one having just about the most restrictive policies on smoking in the world.
The major changes in these two different areas buoy me up when I contemplate seemingly
intractable problems involving people’s behavior, expectations and deeply held beliefs about
their rights. If the problems are explained honestly and directly, even the most hide-bound of us
can change.Tamara Dean wants to bring about changes in the way we use the energy of our
muscles, and I am with her all the way. As an engineer I am embarrassed by the way we
abandoned the development of human-powered tools and other devices as soon as the electric
motor and internal-combustion engine came along. It annoys me that when I rake leaves or clip
my hedge I am using far less power than my body could comfortably produce, but I am forced to
use very old forms of shears and lawn rakes that constrain my output to being a small fraction of
what my neighbors can produce with electric shears and powered leaf gatherers. I know that it
doesn’t have to be that way: I have made a human-powered plough with which I can clear our
driveway of snow in much less time than our neighbors take with their gasoline-powered
snowblowers. I have been challenging generations of MIT students to produce better human-
powered lawnmowers and brush-shredders and the like, and some have produced delightful
devices. But as Tamara Dean shows, creating better systems is not trivial. Our fossil-energy-
powered competition has evolved over many decades of successive improvements, during
which time human-powered devices have languished.Therefore please read this book with high
ambitions and expectations to bring about changes in our lives and in those of others, so that we
can look forward to a future of greatly reduced adverse impacts on our environment, and of
better health here and in places where impoverished people are presently scraping out a thin
living. We could change the world!

INTRODUCTIONWhat if I could harness this energy? For many of us the question arose dur
ing a long stint on an exercise bike or treadmill. Sweating, straining, generating heat, we felt our
bodies as engines. Yet the engine’s output was wasted. Surely our effort was worth something!
What if we could direct it toward a useful purpose, such as generating electricity, blending a
smoothie, or turning a piece of wood? Besides keeping us fit, wouldn’t it also help to reduce our
dependence on polluting fossil fuels?Most of us probably didn’t follow the idea beyond
supposition. If we’d made the calculations we would have discovered that the maximum power
we could generate during our 1-hour workout would equal about one penny’s worth of electricity,
or the same potential that’s in roughly 2 teaspoons of gasoline. We might have given up on the
idea of human-powering our TV or blender. As it can’t save much money or greatly reduce fossil
fuel emissions, why bother?The answer, given the enthusiasm of the dozens of human-power
inventors and fans I’ve interviewed, centers on one vital notion: empowerment. People like Rob
Roy, who pedal-powers his home’s water pump, aren’t beholden to the electric company. If the



power goes out in Rob’s area, he can still fill his water tank, and his family can still bathe and
drink from the tap. Anne Kusilek, who operates a quilt finishing business using only treadle
sewing machines, continues working and doesn’t even notice when her home loses power. The
band Shake Your Peace toured Utah on bikes and used pedal-powered amplifiers, freeing
themselves of engines and extension cords. Human power is portable and available on demand.
No matter how small the output, it’s empowering to discover how much we can do without the
utility company, or the noisy, smelly motor, or the plug.Also striking was the number of people
who described the unique connection to their processes or products that resulted from using
human power. For instance, a chef realized that he could better gauge the quality of his chutneys
and sauces when he mixed them in a bike-powered blender, because he could sense their
thickness from the resistance to his pedaling. The same goes for Frederick Breeden of Just
Soap, who mixes soaps and salves in a large bicycle-powered blender. He told me if the soap is
mixed too long, it will be spoiled, and as long as he’s pedal-powering a batch he can feel when
it’s time to stop. An electric machine wouldn’t offer such control. Similarly, a potter told me he
never used motorized wheels because he valued the way that operating a kick wheel connected
him to the pot he was throwing.Using human power, our exertion makes visceral what we take
for granted from the grid. It raises our awareness. Some science museum exhibits allow visitors
to pedal-power a 60-watt incandescent light bulb. Feeling what an effort this takes teaches us
that real work — by something, somewhere — has occurred to light our rooms when we flip the
switch. Museums might also allow visitors to pedal-power a compact fluorescent bulb that’s just
as bright as a 60-watt incandescent bulb but requires only 14 watts. Noticing the comparative
ease in our quadriceps, we understand how much less power a compact fluorescent bulb
uses.Replacing motors with muscles can even be considered a political act. Gandhi urged his
fellow Indians to spin and weave their own cloth, endorsing local self-reliance as a means to
defy the British textile industry, which had crushed cottage industries and changed the nature of
Indian society. He called this self-sufficiency “swadeshi.” Through swadeshi he believed India
could gain its independence. Each day he sat at his spinning wheel and practiced it himself.
Perhaps we can claim hand-cranking our coffee mill each morning or pedal-powering our laptop
in the evening as our personal swadeshi.Others, like David Butcher, human-power their
appliances partly to improve their health. David began tinkering with pedal-powered devices 30
years ago. In the last 2 years he’s made riding his Pedal Powered Prime Mover — which can
drive virtually any appliance, from a bread-making machine to a washing machine — part of his
daily routine. As a result, he’s lost 30 pounds, lowered his resting heart rate, and quadrupled his
power output. He plans to continue developing human-powered devices and his muscles.Not
surprisingly, researchers have discovered that countries in which people use the most labor-
saving devices also have the highest obesity rates. One study concluded that by not washing our
dishes by hand, hanging our laundry to dry, and walking up stairs rather than taking the elevator,
for example, we burn about 111 fewer Calories per day.1 Another study compared all activities
typical of a mid-1800s lifestyle to a sedentary 21st-century lifestyle and calculated a 500–1,000



Calories per day difference. These researchers suggested that the currently prescribed 30
minutes of daily aerobic exercise might actually be  of the exertion our body needs to remain
healthy.2I confess that none of these reasons — empowerment, awareness, politics or health —
drew my partner David and I to making human-powered devices initially. Instead, it was the
challenge of figuring out what we could cobble together in a pinch.Several years ago we were
building a straw bale shed. We’d been mixing earthen plaster by foot in a stock tank, but by this
method each batch took at least an hour to make, never mind how long it took to apply. We
thought we’d found the solution in a cheap, old cement mixer we bought at an auction. But even
after some repair, the dusty motor smoked and wheezed to a halt. Days later we found an
exercise bike marked “Free” on an elderly neighbor’s lawn. With some ingenuity we put the two
together and made a bicycle-powered cement mixer, which lasted exactly as long as we needed
it to plaster the rest of our building. (The exercise bike was never meant to work so hard, and in
our final week of work one of its welded joints gave out.)Making do, or using what’s available,
drives the use of human-powered devices in many developing countries. For example, pedal-
powered electrical generators and LED lights replace kerosene lamps in rural areas of Nepal,
where electricity is either unavailable or too expensive. Pumps powered by merry-go-rounds
bring clean drinking water to villages in sub-Saharan Africa. In Mexico and Guatemala, bike-
powered machines grind corn, depulp coffee beans, and shell macadamia nuts. In Mali and the
Philippines, a pedal-powered peanut sheller makes processing and eating peanuts more
economical. Human-powered devices are a form of intermediate technology — contraptions
more sophisticated than hoes, for example, but simpler and less expensive than tractors.
Reducing manual labor, improving nutrition, freeing time for more profitable pursuits, and
enabling groups to establish small businesses, they serve real health and economic needs.As
recently as 150 years ago, human-powered devices were the norm in every nation. This book
begins by describing the evolution of human-powered devices from Archimedes’ screw to
electricity-generating boots. It explains how bicycles influenced woodworking tools and how gun
manufacturing related to treadle sewing machines. The book does not, however, explore human-
powered transportation. Many other authors have published excellent, thorough works on the
history, principles and various uses of bicycles, velomobiles and flycycles.The second chapter
describes the physics and physiology behind human power. You’ll learn how many watts one
human can practically generate and how our muscles deliver that power. Chapter 2 also
examines the drive types, frames and applications of human-powered machines in use around
the globe today. It includes tips on maximizing the efficiency and comfort of the device you’re
building, plus hints on how to scrounge parts. This is the heart of the book for those who want to
understand and design their own human-powered devices.The remaining chapters offer plans
for making specific human-powered devices grouped by area of use. For example, in the
“Human-Powered Devices for the Kitchen” chapter you’ll find instructions for making a pedal-
powered blender. Chapter 4, “Human-Powered Devices for Lawn and Garden,” includes a plan
for making a treadle-powered water pump. In Chapter 6, “Human-Powered Devices for



Recreation and Emergency Preparedness,” you’ll learn how to pedal-power your TV or laptop.
For each plan I’ve provided a list of materials and necessary tools, plus clear, step-by-step
instructions and accompanying illustrations to guide you. I’ve also noted each design’s ease of
construction, relative cost to make, time to make, and ease of operation. Finally, because
improvisation is so much a part of invention, I’ve added lists of workable variations to the
instructions.All of the machines in the plans can be built from scavenged materials with common
tools and parts from a hardware store. None requires special mechanical or metalworking skills.
However, if you know how to weld or own a metal lathe, for example, you can craft more
sophisticated versions of any device. I encourage you to improvise and modify the plans to
enhance your machine’s strength, longevity, aesthetics or personal comfort.On the other hand, if
you prefer to purchase off-the-shelf products, the last four chapters also feature commercially
available human-powered devices and, where possible, include reviews of their effectiveness.
For example, in Chapter 4 you’ll find a comparison of human-powered push lawn mowers.
Chapter 6 features several types of human-powered electricity generators, from costly bicycle-
based systems to small hand-cranked mobile phone chargers.What inspired me most while
researching and writing this book was talking with individuals who had that idea — What if I
could harness this energy? — one day, and then set about making it happen. Each was
delighted to describe his or her invention and graciously shared technical details and photos.
These are the people highlighted in vignettes interspersed throughout the book. Even if you
don’t long to construct or operate a human-powered device in your home, I hope you’ll be
captivated by the creativity and energy that went into making them.

A NOTE ON THE PLANSThis book’s step-by-step instructions for making your own human-
powered devices are meant to be guides, not absolutes. I aimed to keep the plans simple and to
use conveniently available materials. You might choose different materials or techniques that
better suit your situation. For instance, if you want to optimize the gear ratio of a machine for your
personal output, you can replace a belt drive with a chain drive that incorporates variable
gearing, as on a bicycle. If you have welding skills and tools, you can use those to make sturdier
frames. In many cases, you can also make substitutions for parts in the plans — for example,
replacing ½-inch plywood with ¾-inch plywood or heavy duty shelving supports for perforated
angle iron — without impacting the machine’s functioning. By all means, improvise and improve
on what’s presented here. Take to heart the tips from dozens of experienced human-powered
machine inventors, most of which are found in Chapter 2. Small things, like using nylon lock-type
nuts to minimize the effects of vibration over time, can make a big difference.Also, a word about
safety. At all times while making and operating human-powered devices, follow common sense,
including, but not limited to, the safety precautions I’ve mentioned in the plans. For example,
keep fingers, long hair, loose clothing or jewelry clear of bike chains, pulleys or pistons where
they could get caught, potentially causing you harm. Be especially careful when operating power
tools or when dealing with electricity. Neither the author nor publisher can be held responsible



for damages to people or equipment resulting from your experimentation with human-powered
devices.Finally, take to heart the advice I heard most frequently from experienced inventors:
though your first design might not work perfectly, or at all, keep trying until you get it right.

CHAPTER 1THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN-POWERED DEVICESLooking far into the past, we
are reminded that every tool was human-powered. Rock and stick served as hammer and lever.
Other simple machines — wedge, pulley, wheel, inclined plane and screw — followed. Next
came compound machines, and then finally the tools of precision manufacturing, which could
fabricate the machines that helped people apply muscle power more efficiently. But the evolution
of human-powered devices hasn’t been swift or logical. Centuries passed during which
technology seemed to stand still. Inventions such as the hand crank languished before we
realized their potential. Others we discovered, then forgot for many centuries before
rediscovering them. And while it seems obvious that we would have abandoned human power
as soon as we harnessed oxen, that’s not the case. From antiquity until the Industrial Revolution,
human power remained an adaptable, portable and (especially until the practice of slavery was
abolished) economical option. The use of muscles as prime movers began to taper off in the
1600s. Still, it was the best solution for many artisans, farmers and small fabricators even into
the 20th century.This chapter does not attempt to cover every human-powered device through
history. It does, however, highlight some key innovations, from rotary mills to biomolecular
motors. It explains the impact of the bicycle on other human-powered devices (but as the book
does not include human-powered transportation, it doesn’t linger there). Because human power
continues to prove practical for those living in developing countries where electricity and other
power sources are expensive, if available at all, this chapter also devotes several pages to
human power in appropriate technology.Early Human PowerAll the human-powered devices
featured in this book incorporate rotary motion. However, generating rotary motion, even in short
bursts, took a long time for humans to figure out. Homo sapiens has been around for close to
200,000 years. But we didn’t invent the wheel until almost 6,000 years ago, according to
archaeological records found in what was Mesopotamia, now Iraq.Not long after the invention of
the wheel came the potter’s wheel, the first human-powered household device our ancestors
knew. In fact, some archaeologists claim that the potter’s wheel preceded the type of wheel that
was designed for transporting things (and further, that its invention was fueled by the desire to
make smoother drinking goblets). The potter’s wheel dates back to sometime around 3,500 BC.
Curiously, its design changed little from then until the 19th century.No record exists to indicate
how the potter’s wheel evolved, but historians theorize that it was preceded by a kind of turntable
that allowed one to easily shape all sides of a pot without having to move the pot itself. To make
it turn more easily, a pivot point was cre-ated in the center of the rotating disk’s underside, similar
to the point on a toy top. Then a matching socket was carved into the center of a second disk,
which would remain stationary below the rotating disk. Wheels were probably made of wood,
stone or clay, but of course only the weightiest stone specimens survive. Excavators have



sometimes mistaken early potter’s wheels for grinding wheels.Figure 1.1 Spring Pole LatheIt’s
believed that from at least 8,000 BC, people knew one other way of causing a tool to rotate. They
wrapped a belt or cord around a spindle (or stick). Pulling back and forth on the ends of the belt
or cord caused the spindle to turn, thus converting reciprocating arm motion into rotary motion.
That’s the concept behind bow drills, used for boring holes, and it’s also the principle behind
early lathes. The first lathes, recorded in Egyptian tomb drawings from about 300 BC, required
two people to operate. One held the gouging tool against the spinning stock and the other drew
a belt wrapped around the stock back and forth. Archaeological evidence, including turned
spokes, hubs, mallets, bowls and jewelry pieces, shows that Romans and Vikings were also
skilled turners.Spring pole lathes, such as the one in Figure 1.1, were favored by Europeans.
Evidence of their use dates to a 13th-century stained-glass illustration in Chartres Cathedral that
depicts a woman seated at one. Spring pole lathes can be operated by one person and rely on
the tension in a sapling or a similar, pliable length of wood. A frame supports the thicker end of
the sapling above the operator. The sapling’s narrow end extends outward. A cord connected to
the tip of the narrow end is wound around a piece of wood to be shaped (the turning stock), and
then attached to a treadle below. Pressing on the pedal spins the stock as the operator cuts.
When the operator releases the treadle, the spring pulls the cord back up. (Unlike treadle lathes,
which came later, pole lathes don’t allow for continuous cutting.)Yet the one invention that made
nearly every device in this book possible, the hand crank, was still centuries away. In the course
of human history, this humble, mechanical component took a very long time to materialize. In the
words of historian Lynn White, Jr., “The crank is profoundly puzzling not only historically but
psychologically: the human mind seems to shy away from it.”1Some historians credit Egyptian
drills with the first hand cranks, but more recent retrospectives have discounted that conclusion.
Another misconception about hand cranks applies to Archimedes’ screw. Archimedes’ screw
was a human-powered water lifter. It consisted of a large auger, or spiral, within a cylinder. One
end of the cylinder was submerged in a water source, and the other end was raised to a
collection point. Turning the screw (either within the casing or along with the casing) scooped
and lifted water from its source to the collection point. In Renaissance and contemporary
representations of Archimedes’ screw, such as the one in Figure 1.2, cranks are shown as the
screw’s driving mechanism. However, historians point out that this is probably an edit made with
hindsight. Ancient drawings and scripts indicate that the original Archimedes’ screw was turned
by treading on the cylindrical casing.2Figure 1.2 Archimedes’ Screw Water LifterIn fact, the first
evidence of a hand crank appears in a model found in a Chinese tomb that dates to no later than
AD 200. In this model, a man is pounding grain, and nearby sits a hopper with a handle sticking
out from below the opening. The handle was the crank for a winnower, used to rotate a fan that
would blow the chaff off the rice poured into the hopper. The Chinese used hand cranks for
centuries in textile manufacture, metallurgy and agriculture.Figure 1.3 Hand Crank Evident in
Han Dynasty Tomb ModelCranks came to Europeans much later, likely evolving along with one
of the most common household devices: the stone grain grinder, or quern. Querns from ancient



times consisted of a stone base and another large stone that fit on top of the base. Bases
contained a slight depression into which grain seed was poured. As the operator moved the
upper stone over the lower one, the grain was crushed into meal. Over time, handles were
added to the upper stone. The first handles were horizontal bars or pegs that allowed one to
slide the stone back and forth over the base. By the 8th century BC, handles had moved to the
center of the upper stone, enabling the user to rotate the stone rather than slide it back and forth.
Rotary querns, it is theorized, then led to rotary grindstones with central shafts (now moved to a
horizontal axis) and attached cranks.3 The first recorded reference to this grindstone and crank
appears in The Utrecht Psalter, an illuminated manuscript dating to between 816 and 834
BC.Europeans, however, didn’t recognize the worth of the crank, or else kept their appreciation
quiet for a long time. Cranks don’t appear again in their manuscripts until the 12th century. Then
a few assorted references surface during the following three centuries, including hand cranks on
hurdy gurdies. It wasn’t until the early 1400s when certain evidence of a compound hand crank
appears on a carpenter’s brace in illustrations of that period. A compound crank refers to the
type of crankshaft recognizable on bicycles, for example. This arrangement allows better
leverage and greater torque transfer than simply attaching a handle to the outer edge of a
wheel.Our muscles’ natural back-and-forth motion had now been converted to rotary motion. But
because force is applied in bursts, on the downstroke, the rotary motion that resulted was
uneven. Flywheels, or weighty disks, added to axles of devices evened out the force. (Read
more about the flywheel effect in Chapter 2.) The Neolithic potter’s wheel could be considered a
flywheel because the weight of the stone helped to keep it spinning even when someone wasn’t
pushing it. But the earliest record of a flywheel incorporated as part of a machine comes in the
late 11th century. The monk Theophilus Presbyter described using flywheels on a pigment
grinder with a rotary pestle and on the spindle of a boring device.4 From the mid-15th century
onward, flywheels proliferated together with hand-cranked devices.Figure 1.4 Spinning
WheelThree elements of early human-powered devices — a treadle, a continuous belt and a
flywheel — were first combined in the spinning wheel. People have spun, or twisted, raw fiber
such as cotton or wool into thread, since prehistoric times. However, until the Middle Ages in
Europe and probably a few centuries earlier in India, spinning was accomplished using one’s
hands and a stick or a simple drop spindle. Then came wheels connected via belt to a spindle. In
these 13th-century devices, the first illustration of which comes from Baghdad, the wheels were
hand-turned. In the late 1400s, a treadle was added to drive the wheel. This addition allowed
spinners to sit while working and left the hands free for manipulating yarn. For centuries, home
spinning wheels, such as the one shown in Figure 1.4, differed little from this Renaissance-era
design.So far this chapter’s examples of early human-powered devices have required the
strength of no more than two people. However, group efforts were also harnessed. For example,
human-powered cranes were used to build Roman monuments as early as AD 100. They also
built the Gothic cathedrals of Central Europe. The cranes relied on several men walking inside
drums that were 12-to-25-feet high (a giant version of today’s hamster wheels). A rope



connected the wheels to a pulley at the top of a boom. As the men walked, the wheel turned,
pulled the rope, and raised materials attached to the rope’s end.In 2006 a group of people in
Prague built a human-powered crane based on a Medieval design. The crane was then used for
its original purpose, to build (or in this case, rebuild) a castle. One carpenter who worked on the
project said that it would have been impossible for a contemporary crane to reach the castle,
which was at the top of a hill and accessible only by a narrow road. He also said that with the
crane, which has two tread wheels, two men could lift 2 tons of material.5 Human-powered
cranes similar to the full-scale reproduction pictured in Figure 1.5 were used at waterfronts to
unload goods from docked ships and in quarries to raise stone. Since antiquity, combined
human power has also powered ships, pulled carts, excavated canals and roads, and turned
large millstones to grind grain, among other things.Figure 1.5 Human-Powered CraneHowever,
humans have always sought more powerful and less exhausting alternatives to using their own
muscles. Oxen were yoked as early as 7,000 years ago. Slow and relatively clumsy, they
excelled at plowing fields, but weren’t good at operating machinery. Horses would have been a
better choice, but humans couldn’t fully exploit them before figuring out how to shoe and
harness the horses. On a horse, the ox’s harness choked and prevented the animal from
exerting its full strength. One historian explained, “In a good harness the horse can pull roughly
fifteen times as strongly as a man, but in a harness of the type used for oxen it could pull barely
four times as much. At the same time, a horse cost roughly four times as much to feed as a man,
who had the advantage of being much more adaptable. In such circumstances, there was no
great incentive to replace men by horses as a source of power.”6Later, wind and water replaced
many of the tasks powered by humans and animals. But simply knowing how to capture
alternate power sources didn’t make using them economical. For example, although ancient
Greeks and Romans could build water-driven mills, they weren’t motivated to invest in them until
slave labor became scarce.Materials, too, limited what our forebears could achieve. No matter
what powered them, early machines were less efficient and durable than the machines that
came after the 17th century. Nearly all were constructed of wood, which is particularly vulnerable
to friction, stress and the elements. It warps and wears down. A rotary device depends on
precisely engineered bearings and wheels to turn smoothly, but making these out of wood —
and getting them to stay true — is difficult. Further, gears that interlock exactly transfer the most
power, but until they were made of metal and achieved a certain minimum tolerance, they
couldn’t fulfill their potential. That would have to wait for precision engineering — for example,
the tooling and casting that emerged as part of the Industrial Revolution.The Industrial
RevolutionIn his discussion of the Industrial Revolution, H. G. Wells wrote:The power of the old
world was human power; everything depended ultimately upon the driving power of human
muscle, the muscle of ignorant and subjugated men. A little animal muscle, supplied by draft
oxen, horse traction and the like, contributed. Where a weight had to be lifted, men lifted it;
where a rock had to be quarried, men chipped it out; where a field had to be ploughed, men and
oxen ploughed it; the Roman equivalent of the steamship was the galley with its bank of



sweating rowers. A vast proportion of mankind in the early civilizations were employed in purely
mechanical drudgery.7The machines of the Industrial Revolution, he argued, had displaced the
drudges (though only where economical). Now average workers were required to be discerning
and educated to remain employed. Wells connected the necessary education of the middle
class with the social and political changes that inevitably followed. Certainly, the roles of muscle
power and brain power on the job changed during this period. This section explores some of the
significant advances between the 18th century and the 20th century that affected the application
of human power or allowed human power to alter history.For the sake of discussion, the
Industrial Revolution is often said to have begun when James Watt unveiled his improved steam
engine around 1770. However, the period wasn’t defined only by greater horsepower. (In fact,
early steam engines offered no more power than a water wheel or windmill.) Instead, it was
characterized by rapid technological inventions in several fields, which brought with them
political and cultural shifts. Traditional sources of energy, including human power, remained
viable throughout this period. Historian R. J. Forbes wrote, “For many industries . . . the obstacles
to the use of power were cost and physical availability rather than the mechanical difficulty of
application. The capital involved was large relative to the amount of power generated, so that
power-using devices were not generally preferred to the mechanisms actuated by the
workman.”8Prior to Watt’s steam engine, another device credited with fueling the Industrial
Revolution is Jethro Tull’s seed drill, invented in 1701. Though horse-powered, not human-
powered, his machine, which allowed regular, reliable seed planting, set into motion a series of
significant technological repercussions. From the same amount of land farmers harvested
greater yields. In the world of textiles, this meant that more cotton became available, which
heightened demands on cotton processors. And after 1733 weavers were increasing their rate of
work with the use of the new flying shuttle. But bottlenecks in spinning fiber into thread limited
their output.Soon, however, spinning would catch up. In 1764, James Hargreaves, an illiterate
British carpenter and weaver, invented the spinning jenny. Shown in Figure 1.6, it turned
spinning on its side, making the operation horizontal. More important, it was the first machine
capable of spinning more than one skein of yarn or thread at once. And it was human-powered,
turned by a hand crank. Accounts of how the machine was named differ. Some say it was named
after Hargreaves’s daughter or wife, but church registers show that neither his wife nor any of his
offspring were named Jenny. In fact, jenny was an abbreviation for engine.Figure 1.6 Spinning
JennyCompulsory Human PowerSince antiquity, humans have coerced others into generating
power . Slaves and prisoners served as oarsmen for early European war vessels or were
conscripted as miners, toolmakers or textile workers . In Britain, forced labor became part of a
prisoner’s penance when King George III signed into law the Penitentiary Act in 1779 . Also
known as the Hard Labour Bill, this act sanctioned “labour of the hardest and most servile kind
in which drudgery is chiefly required..., such as treading in a wheel, or drawing in a capstan, for
turning a mill or other machine or engine, sawing stone, polishing marble, beating hemp, rasping
logwood, chopping rags, making cordage, or any other hard and laborious service .” Religious



activists and reformers supported the policy . They reasoned that idleness led to sin, and that
while busy, prisoners would have plenty of quiet time to consider their misdeeds (talking was
strictly forbidden) .9The first such treadmill was installed at the Suffolk County jail in 1819 . It was
invented by William Cubitt, a millwright and civil engineer better known for designing bridges and
railways . His was the first-known machine conceived “specifically to harness the collective
muscle power of jailed criminals .”10 The treadmill, shaped something like a steamship’s paddle
wheel, was de-scribed as a “big iron frame of steps around a revolving cylinder .”11 Prisoners
held on to a bar while stepping on the treads that were 8 to 10 inches apart . Some treadmills
were connected to grain grinders . However, others, also known as endless ladders or
treadwheels, simply spun in the air or turned a wheel that jutted from the top of the prison and
most likely acted as a crime deterrent as it reminded passersby of the drudgery taking place
inside .Figure 1.7 Treadmill at Brixton Prison, London. Installed in 1821The most famous prison
treadmiller was author Oscar Wilde, who was sentenced in 1895 to 2 years of hard labor for
“gross indecency .” After his sentence, he emerged thin and bankrupt, but not too broken to
move to France and later write a famous poem about his experience, “The Ballad of Reading
Gaol,” which included a reference to his time on the treadmill:We banged the tins, and bawled
the hymnsAnd sweated on the mill,But in the heart of every manTerror was lying still .Depending
on the prison, inmates were required to walk the treadmill up to 10 hours per day, stepping for 10
to 30 minute intervals, then resting for 5 minutes . Despite cases of injury and even reports of
death caused by the treadmills, wardens testified that the forced labor was beneficial, as it
reduced recidivism and contributed to the prisoners’ good health.12In 1885 a New York Times
reporter wrote of visiting the Coldbath Fields House of Correction in London’s most murderous
neighborhood, a place Charles Dickens researched before writing Oliver Twist:But now we come
to the strangest of all the sights in this great prison — the gallery where the great treadwheel
continually revolves with a dull, resounding clank . It is a fine, well-ventilated hall, lighted from
above, and on either side are rows of gray-coated prisoners, the strangest collection of human
scaramouches, as clinging to a wooden bar above them, they skip from step to step of the slowly
turning wheel and are never an inch the further advanced for all their skipping . A sad, terrible
sight of human degradation — as painful to witness, perhaps, as to endure — with a ludicrous
touch about it, too, that seems to add to the degradation.13The same reporter might have been
surprised to learn that four prison treadmills had operated in the United States from 1822 to at
least as late as 1841 . Most remained in service only a few years, including one in New York,
which was used to mill corn and averaged 50 bushels ground per day . Charleston, South
Carolina’s treadmill also ground grain, though it was used primarily for punishing slaves . In
addition, local slave owners could hire out their slaves to the jail’s treadmill . The owners would
receive 18 .75 cents per day for the captives’ labor.14 However, treadmills never caught on in
the United States, not because of a greater sympathy for the incarcerated, but due to a shortage
of labor . Prisoners were better put to use in light manufacturing, producing shoes, clothing,
hardware, furniture, arms, and more, for which the institution could take profits . In Great Britain,



treadmills continued to operate until as late as 1901, although their use was abolished by the
Prison Act of 1898 .Walking on a prison treadmill would not feel like walking on a health club
treadmill, but more similar to using a stairstepper machine . In case you want to test the
comparison, you can hop on a prison treadmill in Wales at the restored Beaumaris Victorian
Prison . In 2007 TimeOut London listed “Run on a prison treadmill” as No . 44 in their list of “50
best British summer holiday breaks.”15Recently, the controversy of forced human power has
resurfaced . In a September 2007 commentary, Brendan O’Neill, editor of spiked, criticized
prominent figures in the UK, including Prince Charles, for abetting what he termed “eco-
enslavement .” To make up for the carbon emissions of their flights, for example, they had
participated in a carbon offsetting program managed by Climate Care . Climate Care’s strategy
includes funding a program in rural India that provides treadle pumps to poor farmers . “It seems
that what was considered an unacceptable form of punishment for British criminals in the past is
looked upon as a positive eco-alternative to machinery for Indian peasants today,” O’Neill wrote .
“What might once have been referred to as ‘back-breaking labour’ is now spun as ‘human
energy .’”16 An article in the Times titled “To cancel out the CO2 of a return flight to India, it will
take one poor villager three years of pumping water by foot . So is carbon offsetting the best way
to ease your conscience?” shared O’Neill’s view.17Climate Care responded to the criticisms,
defending its distribution of treadle pumps . With the pumps, it claimed, farmers greatly improved
their families’ nutrition and increased income, thanks to on-demand crop irrigation . Where
motorized agricultural machinery was too expensive or unavailable, this intermediate technology
served a critical function . Further, the company stated, “It is very important to understand that
no one is forced to have a . . . treadle pump.... It is up to an individual farming family to decide
whether to buy and use a treadle pump, buy or hire a diesel pump, or just grow a single crop
during the rainy season.”18It is not surprising that readers of the online article voiced strong
opinions on the topic . Most agreed with the authors and railed against the class issues they
perceived in British aristocracy relegating rural farmers to hard labor . One American reader
sounded off, “The treadle pumps would be better placed in parks as devices where [overweight]
kids of the first world could get some exercise . . . .”19Figure 1.8 Eli Whitney’s Cotton
GinHargreaves’s original machine consisted of eight spindles, but models grew in size until they
included up to 120 spindles. He profited little from the machine, because he distributed the
design and others copied it before he could patent it. Then in 1768, spinners, angered that the
new labor-savings devices would put them out of jobs, broke into Hargreaves’s home and
vandalized several of his spinning jennies. In the coming years, several inventions, including the
first mechanical stitching machines, would meet this same fate.The spinning jenny became
obsolete when engineers applied the steam engine to factory-sized versions. Then increased
spinning capacity heightened the demand for cotton fiber in English textile mills. But although
the seed drill had improved cotton yields, cotton was still harvested and cleaned mainly by hand.
The latter task, removing the seeds from the cotton, was the next to benefit from a human-
powered machine.We’ve all been taught that Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin, but as with



most inventions, the real story isn’t that simple. Hand-cranked cotton gins (gin in this case
stands for engine), used to remove seeds from cotton bolls, existed since at least the 14th
century in China, India, Italy, and probably before that in the Middle East. These were simple
roller gins, which contained two rollers wedged tightly together. The operator turned a hand
crank that rotated the rollers. As cotton was fed between the rollers, the seeds were pinched off.
Colonists in the Americas from as early as 1607 had roller gins, too.20 But such machines
couldn’t clean seeds from the short-staple cotton grown in most of the southern United
States.Eli Whitney was a Yale graduate, skilled machinist and aspiring law student in 1792 when
he traveled to Georgia to earn money as a private tutor on a plantation. The story goes that his
employer and landlady, Catherine Greene, encouraged him to work on an invention that would
separate the sticky seeds from the cotton grown in the area and thereby hasten cotton
processing. Big profits were at stake for southern farmers. Whitney took on the challenge. He
studied how cotton was cleaned by hand, then holed up in a workshop attempting to re-create
those motions by machine. Months later he emerged with an improved cotton gin. His 1794
patent describes the device as follows: “The cotton gin cranked cotton through rollers with teeth
made of wire. The wire teeth tore the green seeds from the cotton. Iron slits let the cotton pass
through, but not the seeds. A second rotating cylinder of bristles removed the seedless cotton
from the wires. Through a simple arrangement of belts, the same crank turned both the cylinder
with wires and another smaller one with bristles.”Controversy surrounded his claim to the
invention. Some say Catherine Greene, Whitney’s employer, conceived the design, but being
female, wasn’t eligible for a patent. Others say Whitney stole it from a neighboring plantation
owner. He also made the mistakes of distributing the device before securing a patent and
demanding exorbitant licensing fees for his machines, which encouraged others to copy and
improve on his design. His sales schemes and his 1794 patent claim were contested for so long
that when he finally left Georgia and returned to the north, he was nearly broke.The hand-
cranked cotton gin, Whitney claimed, could do the work of ten men. Later versions, which were
powered by horses or water, could replace 50 men. Yet an unintended consequence of this
machine was the significant increase in slave labor in the southern United States. Cotton was
still harvested by hand. As the crop’s profits and yields continued to grow, plantation owners
wanted harvesting to keep pace. So although the cotton gin saved labor, it also created a
demand for much more. Some say the invention was one factor leading up to the Civil War.21In
his time, Eli Whitney was better known as a firearms manufacturer. He’s often credited with
another pivotal invention of the Industrial Revolution, one which would transform the ways in
which common men could apply their muscle power: interchangeable parts. Again, though,
Whitney’s legacy is subject to debate.Interchangeable parts brought manufacturers one step
closer to mass production. French gunsmith Honoré Blanc first demonstrated their use in the
late 1770s. He made enough parts to construct 1,000 muskets, then sorted the parts into
separate bins. As academics and politicians watched, he proved that he could reassemble a
perfectly functional musket by picking parts from the bins at random. Thomas Jefferson, who



had conferred with Blanc, brought the idea home to the United States. Interchangeable parts
were first used by the US Ordnance Department in the production of small arms at the Spring-
field, Massachusetts, and Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia, armories. Yet private contractors were
also commissioned to make government weapons in this manner. In 1798 Jefferson granted Eli
Whitney a government contract for 10,000 small arms. What was supposed to take Whitney two
years took eight. In addition, scientists later determined that he had at least partially handcrafted
the components and that they weren’t truly interchangeable.Uniform parts became the standard
because machines could be fabricated (once the manufacturing infrastructure was in place) and
repaired more swiftly. In the case of weapons, this proved a critical benefit on the battlefield. The
US government funded progress in interchangeable parts. One historian wrote that “By
specifying interchangeability in its contracts and by giving contractors access to techniques
used in the national armories, the Ordnance Department contributed significantly to the growing
sophistication of metalworking and woodworking (in the case of gunstock production) in the
United States by the 1850s.”22 From Whitney’s time until the Civil War, advances in precision
measuring tools and templates, machine tools for milling, gear cutting, grinding and shaping,
plus the division of labor according to task, contributed to a new style of manufacturing which
was dubbed “The American System.”After weapons, interchangeable parts were next used in
the manufacture of a human-powered device that transformed domestic life: the sewing
machine. As one historian remarked, “Each sewing machine was made of dozens of little metal
pieces. If those parts could be made by machine and could be interchangeable, sewing
machines could be inexpensive enough for purchase by middle class families.”23The first
mechanical stitching machine was put into commercial operation in France by its inventor,
Bartholemy Thimonnier, who was a tailor. His device, patented after years of development in
1830, performed a chain stitch by using a barbed or hooked needle and was powered by treadle.
By 1841, eighty of Thimonnier’s machines stitched army uniforms in a Paris factory. But tailors
concerned about losing their jobs mobbed the factory and destroyed his machines. Thimonnier
fled Paris a pauper, and though he continued to work on stitching machines, he would never
profit from his inventions. At the same time, American Walter Hunt was creating a sewing
machine that made a lockstitch, the looping together of two threads, one from each side of the
material being sewn. His was the first machine to perform an entirely new stitch, rather than
mimic a hand stitch.24 The lockstitch became the standard for sewing machines of that era and
remains the standard today. Through the 1840s and 1850s, variations of the human-powered
stitching machines proliferated in the United States and Europe. Perhaps the best known
inventor is Isaac M. Singer.Singer’s company was renown, not because it made the first or best
sewing machine; rather, it gained its reputation due to sales and advertising efforts. Isaac Singer
was an actor as well as an inventor (many say a scoundrel too), and his sales techniques
displayed theatrical flare. His company took women on tour to demonstrate and teach use of the
machine. His advertisements featured gushing testimonials from supposedly real seamstresses
and grateful customers. His business partner publicly entreated ministers to support machine



sewing as a decent pursuit for respectable women. Singer also made purchasing the expensive
devices more acceptable by offering installment plans, group sales and opportunities to lease,
and by accepting older models as trade-ins for the latest machines.Early on, manufacturers
needed persuasive techniques because people didn’t welcome sewing machines into their
homes from the start. “The concept of domestic labor-saving machinery was an entirely new
one, and neither the lack of it nor the necessity for it was readily perceived,” one researcher
wrote. “There were various reasons for this, the crudest one being that in most cases it was the
man who earned the money and would have to pay for any such machine, while its sole
beneficiary would be his wife. If a man’s mother had run the home without a sewing machine,
why could not his wife do the same?”25 In addition, men questioned whether their wives were
intelligent and strong enough to operate the sewing machines. Would operating the machines
cause women nervous exhaustion? Or perhaps worse, enable them to live independently?
Manufacturers had to convince men of the sewing machine’s worth. A Singer booklet announced
thatThe great importance of the sewing machine is in its influence upon the home; in the
countless hours it has added to women’s leisure for rest and refinement; in the increase of time
and opportunity for that early training of children, for lack of which so many pitiful wrecks are
strewn along the shores of life; in the numberless avenues it has opened for women’s
employment; and in the comforts it has brought within the reach of all, which could formerly be
attained only by the wealthy few.26The Singer Manufacturing Company sold 810 sewing
machines in 1853, its first year of production. In 1880 it sold an estimated 500,000 machines.
This was also the first year that Singer’s products were truly made of interchangeable parts.27
By 1890 the company boasted 80% worldwide market share, and in 1903 annual sales reached
1.35 million machines, nearly all of which were human-powered.28 Forty years later, however,
nearly all the machines sold were electric. Today, although they are the minority, treadle sewing
machines are still sold by Janome in the United States and by other manufacturers overseas.
Read more about them in Chapter 5.Beginning in the mid-1800s, the increased mechanization
and improved manufacturing techniques of the Industrial Revolution also brought the middle
class affordable, human-powered shop tools. At this time most commercial metalworking or
woodworking shops wouldn’t have used treadle or hand-cranked tools. Instead, an overhead
shaft powered by steam or water drove the machines via a system of belts and pulleys. But the
average farmer or factory worker had no electricity, water wheel or steam engine at home.
Companies such as Millers Falls and W. F. & John Barnes recognized a market for smaller scale,
human-powered tools that could help these folks fill their leisure time. Thus began the do-it-
yourself movement.Figure 1.9 Singer Sewing Machine AdTreadle and hand-cranked lathes had
existed for centuries, and then the 19th century brought the addition of heavy flywheels, iron
beds and precisely machined parts. Large scale production also became possible. In the late
1800s, human-powered lathes, saws, grinders, formers and other tools proliferated. Hundreds of
manufacturers existed in the US alone, concentrated in the east and upper midwest. The most
revered lathe maker, however, was John Jacob Holtzapffel, a native of Germany who had set up



shop in England in 1793. Holtzapffel lathes were finely crafted, expensive, and made for wealthy
hobbyists, including aristocracy. John Jacob’s son and other heirs carried on the craft after he
died. His grandson, John Jacob II, also completed a five-volume encyclopedic take on
ornamental turning, which his father had begun. The last two volumes were collected in a book
titled Hand or Simple Turning: Principles and Practice , which remains in print today and is often
referenced by traditional woodworkers.Figure 1.10 Millers Falls Goodell Lathe with Saw
AttachmentsIn 1876 W. F. & John Barnes released the first foot-powered tools based on bicycle
technology. Figure 1.11 shows one of their velocipede scroll saws. The company describes the
benefits of this novel design in its 1880 catalog:[The] movement of the limbs in running this saw
is easy and as natural as in walking, and the operator can work steadily without fatigue. All the
muscles of the limbs are brought into healthful exercise, which should be a great consideration
when selecting a machine. All old style foot-powers lack these advantages of ease of operation
and healthful development of the muscles. An operator cannot run one of them steadily without
tiring, and experiencing an unnatural cramping of the muscles of the feet, ankles and
limbs.Figure 1.12 shows one of the W. F. & John Barnes company’s pedal-powered grinding and
polishing machines released in 1890. It’s unique because it features a chain drive between the
pedaled sprocket and the axle that holds the flywheel. Nearly all other foot-powered tools used
belt drives exclusively. This machine sold for $18, which equals about $425 in today’s
dollars.Unfortunately, of the hundreds of different models of treadle and pedal-powered tools
made in the late 19th century relatively few specimens survive, although probably not because
they fell into disrepair. These were heavy machines built to last for generations. Instead, most
woodworkers and metalworkers abandoned them when more powerful, motorized shop tools
became available just after the turn of the 20th century. Then, one writer surmises, due to their
large volume of metal, many old machines were donated for recycling during wartime scrap
drives.29Figure 1.11 W.F. & John Barnes’s Amateur Saw #1The following pages list many hand-
and foot-powered devices that were available during the late 19th century. In most cases, the
hand-powered devices were hand-cranked, though some on this list were push-type machines.
The foot-powered machines include both treadle and pedal-powered devices. Some, such as
sewing machines and rip saws, were available in hand- or foot-powered models. For a
fascinating reference from that time, see Knight’s American Mechanical Dictionary (published
1876–1880) by Edward H. Knight. Images from the book can be found online, or you can order a
reprinted set of volumes from Lee Valley Tools. Another book from the late 19th century that
includes illustrations and explanations of human- and steam-powered machinery is Modern
Mechanism: Exhibiting the Latest Progress in Machines, Motors, and the Transmission of Power
edited by Park Benjamin and published in 1892.Figure 1.12 W.F. & John Barnes’s Grinding and
Polishing MachineHuman-Powered DevicesCherry PitterHand-Cranked Dishwasher(Top
View)Fanning MillHand-Powered apple parerbaler (or baling press)bean sorterblower (for
blacksmithing)bobbin winderbone cutterbook trimmerboring machinebox nailerbutter
churncement mixercentrifugechaff cuttercheese presscherry pitter (or stoner)cider presscoffee



millcopy machinecorn shellercream separatorscrimping iron (for pleating skirts)cultivator (push-
type)dishwasherdrill pressedging machine(for hat making)eggbeatereggbeater drillfanning
millfood chopperfood millforage cutterfruit pressglass-cutting lathegrain hullergrain millgrain
rollergrape crusherhat printerice-cream makerice crusherjeweler’s lathejeweler’s
polisherjuicerknitting machinelaboratory shakerlard presslawn mower (push-type)marmalade
cuttermeat grindernut roasteroil pressoilseed cake crusherolive pitterpackage bundlerpaint
grinderpaper cutter (used in book binding)pea shellerpencil sharpenerphonographpicket
makerplaner (hand-cranked)post drillpoultry delouserof the Late 19th CenturyHand-
Powered printing pressradio transceiverraisin seederrecord playerrip saw (table saw)root grinder
(or turnip pulper)root washer (or potato washer)rope maker (rope weaving machine)rotary hoe
(push-type)rotary sickle (push-type)rotary tillersausage press (sausage stuffer)seed
broadcasterseed cleanerseed potato cutterseed spreadersewing machinestamp mill (for
beating ragsto make paper)steak crushersugar presstenoning machineticket printer (ticketing
machine)tire shrinkertobacco shreddertool sharpenervacuum cleanerwashing machinewater
pumpwell drillerwhale blubber mincing machinewringer (mangle)Foot-Powered blocking
machine (for hat making)boring machinebroom winder (broom making machine)cigar maker (or
former)circular sawdentist drilldragsawdrill pressformer (shaper)graphophone (dictating
machine)harvester (treadmill-type)hook and eye makerknitting machinemilking machinemiter
sawmortising machineprinting presspunch machinerip saw (table saw)riveting machinescrew-
cutting lathescroll saw (jigsaw)seed cleanersewing machinespinning wheelstave cutting
machinethreshertip stretcher (for hat making)tool sharpenertypewriter (with treadle
return)vegetable bundler (or buncher, for asparagus or celery)weaving loomwood lathePoultry
DelouserWhale Blubber Mincing MachineDragsawThe Bicycle and Its ImpactWith the Industrial
Revolution, the middle class gained leisure time, and along followed ways to fill it. Bicycles of the
late 1800s were designed mainly for pleasure, though as evidenced by the remarks of one
commentator, not everyone embraced them.[W]hat queer crazes take possession of the public
taste! Take cycling as an example. Walking, riding, skating and dancing we can understand as fit
exercise for the fit and young; driving is precious to the indolent and delicate; but cycling seems
to be such a doubtful kind of amusement — such a queer cross between the treadmill and the
tightrope — demand-ing such a constant strain of attention to keep your balance, with such a
monotonous and restricted action of the limbs as to render it a work of penance rather than of
pleasure.30Figure 1.13 DraisineYet before the common man or woman even had the chance to
try one, the bicycle had to evolve over decades of refinement. Centuries before bicycles came
about inventors had dreamed of a human-powered carriage, a “mechanical horse.” Attempts to
build one in France, England and the United States during the late 1700s led nowhere. In fact,
the public ridiculed those early, homemade human-powered vehicles. Then in 1818, after years
of trying different models and styles, one determined German inventor, Baron Karl von Drais,
patented a foot-powered vehicle. The Draisine, as it came to be called, consisted of two wheels,
a padded seat on a frame, and perhaps most important, handlebars that allowed the rider to



steer the front wheel. It was made almost entirely of wood and weighed about 50 pounds. The
rider propelled himself by pushing his feet against the ground. Von Drais dubbed his invention
the “velocipede,” from the Latin words for swift and foot. (The term bicycle began to replace
velocipede in the 1870s.) 31In an 1819 magazine article about the Draisine, one writer
exclaimed, “The swiftness with which a person well practised can travel is almost beyond belief,
8, 9, and even 10 miles may, it is asserted, be passed over within the hour on good level
ground.”32 One can imagine that it was especially swift downhill. It had no brakes. Figure 1.13
shows an illustration of a military courier astride a Draisine, from an 1817 booklet published by
Karl von Drais.Despite the impact his invention had on transportation history, von Drais’s
velocipede didn’t catch on with the public in his native Germany, nor in France, where he also
patented the design. In England, where the Draisine had not been patented, a London carriage
maker named Denis Johnson copied and modified von Drais’s design. For example, he replaced
the parts of the bulky wooden frame with iron and lowered the seat in the center of the frame to
allow for larger wheels and, therefore, faster running speeds. He simplified the steering
mechanism, added footrests for times when riders coasted, and he also dropped the weight of
the invention. Then Johnson opened a riding school to teach people how to ride his “hobby
horse.” Soon after, riding a velocipede became a craze among upscale Londoners.33 The craze
was short-lived, however. Public sentiment opposed the new invention, even passed laws
outlawing it for safety’s sake (unsteady riders whose velocipedes had poor handling and no
brakes were harming pedestrians and themselves), and Johnson went back to making
carriages.The next most important development in the history of the bicycle, the addition of
pedals and rotary cranks, didn’t occur until the 1860s. Prior to that, Scottish tinkerers had
purportedly devised a bicycle propelled by treadles attached to the rear wheel via crank rods.
However, evidence of their existence is thin. In any case, it was the addition of true pedals that
transformed the bicycle, making it faster, easier to maneuver, and more appealing to ride.Credit
for adding pedals to the front wheel of a bike has historically been given to Pierre Michaux, a
Paris blacksmith. However, historian and author of the book Bicycle: The History David V. Herlihy
points out that Michaux almost certainly copied his design from Pierre Lallement, a young
Parisian mechanic who had worked with associates of Michaux’s. Lallement emigrated to
America in 1865 and filed a patent for his invention there in 1866. Details in Lallement’s patent
described Michaux’s machine almost perfectly.34



hamamelis, “An essential book.... ..for anyone who wants to understand more about pedal
powered and other human powered devices. I was looking for this book thirty years ago, but it
hadn't been written yet!This book is excellently written. It is both readable and complete. This
year, I taught a group of middle schoolers how to adapt a bicycle to generate electricity. This
book helped me to prepare my course work, and I hope to use it again to teach kids about
intermediate technologies and their use in the carbon-free, nuclear-free future.I plan to build
more pedal powered devices, and this book will be my first and most essential reference.”

Bria Fleming, “Great projects!. This book is fun and empowering! Full of interesting history, with
good clear directions and diagrams for all the projects. Living in a rural area with spotty
electricity, these contraptions have saved me so much time and grief!”

Allyson Bryant, “Tech Talk. I really enjoyed this book because the author included plenty of
technical explanations for her subjects. It helps to know how and why her projects are useful. I
also like her historical references for different human powered machines.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Reliable seller. Book arrived quickly and a reasonable price.”

D. Burgher, “Husband loved it. I bought this for him as he is always looking for inventive ways to
do things and this keeps him interested.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 23 people have provided feedback.
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